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From the Cockpit
of the L.C.O.
As the 30th Anniversary of Star Wars’ release comes to a close, all I can say is...
“What a year!”
Who would have thought you would all be busier during a non-movie year than you were
at any other point in this group’s brief history? Who would have known that you would
be watching your friends and fellow members of the Rebel Legion participate in the
renowned Tournament of Roses Parade? Who could have guessed that you wouldn’t get
into the opening ceremonies of Celebration IV because of a toy box left in a bathroom?
Who would have foreseen gathering a pilot group photo organized on Star Tours during
Star Wars Weekends? Who would have thought anyone would get to recreate the Tantive
IV battle in a complete replica of the ship’s hallway at Celebration Europe?
What a year indeed!
2008 looks to be even bigger. There are two more stops of the traveling Star Wars:
Where Science Meets Imagination exhibit here in the United States. The exhibit will be
in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania in February, and it will be in St. Paul, Minnesota in June.
There is Jedi Con 2008 in Germany. We’ve got our usual stops at Star Wars Weekends,
San Diego Comic Con and Dragon Con. No doubt, we’ll have things going on associated
with Force Unleashed and that little cartoon thing the fans have been hearing about
coming out next year.
As this organization continues to expand, we must change internally to keep up with that
growth. We are no longer a rag-tag bunch of costumers doing their own thing at random
events. Over the past year, the Rebel Legion has become bigger and better and is
beginning to be known as a quality organization. We are achieving a reliability level that
previously only our sister group could claim, and that reliability has been taken note of by
the 501st, and, more importantly, by Lucasfilm. The latter is perhaps more important since
we are playing in their sandbox! This growth means that we actually have to start looking
like the big deal we’re going to become. This newsletter is one of those first steps.
Over the next few months, you’ll see the results of the work being done by Susie Leopold
and our new Public Relations team as we begin to unify our look in terms of materials for
conventions and other events around the world. Big thanks go out to Jon Paulson, John
Van Ophem, Lesley Farquhar, Justin Manning, and Dee Culp for putting up with my vague
demands and arbitrary deadlines.
As we enter 2008, the Rebel Legion Council and your humble LCO ask everyone who
is reading this to do anything you can to help the cause. Make that modification to that
costume you’ve been putting off since Celebration III. Print off some flyers for an event.
Sign up for a table time at a convention. Walk in a parade. Make a Stormtrooper get on
their knees for a change, if they can, and point a blaster to their
head instead. Make a kid smile when you tell them your X-Wing
is parked on the roof.
Make a difference. Remember, you’re the heroes.
Enjoy the newsletter, see you next issue!
Matt Hofmann - Legion Commanding Officer
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Detachment News
The Rebel Legion Starfighter
Command (RLSC) was formed
in March 2006 under the
leadership of Edward “Reaper”
O’Connell. As the first officially
recognized Detachment of
the Rebel Legion, the RLSC
focuses on the flyboys (and
flygirls) of the Legion. From the
proud X-Wing fighter jocks to the underappreciated
Y-Wing pilots, from the rare N-1s, A & B-Wing pilots to
the rarer Prequel Trilogy clone pilots, all were included
in the RLSC. The purpose of the Detachment was to
promote pilot costumes to existing and potential Legion
members, as well as to maintain and improve the
standards for pilot costumes.
The RLSC was reorganized one year later, when Ed
O’Connell stepped down, and Ed “IndustrialSizeEd”
Cook took his place as Detachment Commander.
Jon “HazardThree” Paulson was selected to serve as
Detachment Executive Officer, and the pair sat down
and revised the Detachment Charter. What was once a
one page document grew to a seven page document to
clearly define the Detachment’s role in the Legion. This
new charter became the template for creating charters
among other Rebel Legion Detachments.
The RLSC’s shining moment came in May 2007, when
they were asked to provide security for the LFL/WOTR
X-Wing at Celebration IV in Los Angeles. Members
of the RLSC were on hand to keep watch over the
X-Wing, as well as pose for photos with convention
attendees. Several high-profile photo shoots were also
planned with celebrities such as author Aaron Allston
and artist Cat Staggs.

Visit us at: www.rebellegion.com
The Rebel Legion and the 501st Legion are unofficial
Star Wars fan groups.
Star Wars, its characters, vehicles, planets, etc. is the property of
Lucasfilm Ltd.© 2007 Lucasfilm Ltd. & TM. All rights reserved.
For comments or corrections, contact the Comlink team at: 		
			
rlnews@googlegroups.com
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Behind The Brush

An interview with Star Wars artist Joe Corroney

Photo compliments
of Justin Manning.

By: Justin “JediMaster 6872” Manning, Alderaan Base

On November 18th of 2007, Alderaan Base inducted
Joe Corroney into the Rebel Legion as its newest
Honorary Member. I spoke with Joe about an
interview for this newsletter, and had the chance to
ask for his thoughts and feelings about some things,
including his history, thoughts about the Rebel
Legion, and costuming.
Joe, who were your heroes growing up, and are they
still your heroes today?
My heroes growing up were usually comic book
characters and iconic film characters like Luke
Skywalker and Indiana Jones. They’re definitely still
my heroes today along with some real life ones like
some close friends and family.
Have you met George Lucas?
Unfortunately, I haven’t had the chance to meet
George Lucas yet, but I have an open invite to visit
Lucasfilm headquarters in San Francisco anytime so
it’s still a possibility.

What is your first memory of Star Wars growing up
and what was your involvement in Star Wars fandom?
How did you get into it? Do you collect memorabilia
from Star Wars? If so, what is your favorite item?
I actually do still collect Star Wars memorabilia. My
first memory of Star Wars came from seeing the film
in the theater when I was four years old in 1977. Over
the years growing up I collected the Kenner toys,
the Marvel comic books, the Topps movie cards and
so on. Pretty much anything and everything back
then. After Return of the Jedi was released and as
I got older I still collected Star Wars wherever I saw
it, which wasn’t really until the late ‘80s when West
End Games began publishing the Star Wars RolePlaying Game. Years later after I graduated from Art
College I submitted my portfolio to West End Games
and began illustrating professionally for their Star
Wars Role-Playing Game books. I have a basement
full of it (memorabilia) since I don’t have room to
display it all. Most of what I collect these days are the
Hasbro action figures and the Sideshow Collectibles

figures along with the occasional
item from Gentle Giant, Master
Replicas and Kotobukiya.
The favorite items I own are
probably my replica props of
Luke Skywalker’s Episode IV
lightsaber and Obi-Wan Kenobi’s
lightsaber from Episode One
which were made by my good
pal and prop aficionado Justin
Chung. They’re incredibly
accurate replicas of the film
props and they were actually
made before Master Replicas
secured the license for Episode
II in 2002. The favorite Star Wars
“item” I’ve made is probably
my Revenge of the Sith Epic
Poster I created for Star Wars
Celebration III in 2005.

interview

choose a costume, it might be a
Jedi Knight. My pal Jedi-J thinks
I would make a good Jedi. And I
already have a private collection
of lightsabers so it might just
make sense.

What are your thoughts and
hopes for the future of Star Wars? What are your
thoughts on past and current interaction with the
Rebel Legion costume group? Have you ever
thought of making a costume of your own? If so
which one and why?
My hope is for the new Star Wars animated and
live action series to be hugely successful so that
the property goes on for a long, long time and all
of us will get to enjoy new stories and media for
many years to come. If I’m not drawing for any
future tie-in projects I hope to
be at least enjoying it as a fan.
I love the guys and girls of the
Rebel Legion. I’ve had some
great memories from hanging
with them at past conventions
and working with them on my
previous Star Wars projects.
I’m hoping to meet and work
with more of them as models for
my projects in the near future
too. I never really put much
thought into making a costume
for myself. I’m so busy with my
projects and day to day life that
my fandom has been mostly
confined to collecting. If I were to

What would you like to see the
Rebel Legion accomplish in the
future/next year?
It would be great to see the
Legion get more recognition for
the great charity work they do
across the country. Since there
have been some 501st Legion
action figures from Hasbro
already, it’d be nice to see some
Rebel Legion action figures
eventually too.
Joe, what are your thoughts on being inducted as an
Honorary Member of the Rebel Legion?
I was completely surprised and honored! This is
a big deal for me, over the years in my Star Wars
art career I’ve made many friends and fans in the
Legion. I’ve even worked with Rebel Legion members
as model reference for my Star Wars artwork too.
So it feels really great to get this recognition and to
finally be officially part of this great family.

Images of Joe Corroney’s artwork are
from his website: joecorroney.com

What do you consider is the
Rebel Legion’s greatest asset,
as opposed to that of the 501st
Legion?
From what I noticed at
conventions, I think the
Rebels get more appreciation
and seem more personable
to the smaller fans since
their costumes are usually
unmasked and aren’t as
intimidating as the 501st
troopers and Imperials. I’ve
seen a lot of little kids get
frightened by Stormtroopers
and even Darth Vader, just like
this kid did in the movie theater
in 1977.

The Rebels Rock in 2007
The 30th Anniversary year for Star Wars was big for all Star Wars fans. Beginning with the Rose
Parade in Pasadena, California on January 1st, and continuing through events such as Star
Wars: Where Science Meets Imagination in Los Angeles, Fort Worth and Chicago; the United
States Postal Service Star Wars Stamp Dedications; Celebration IV; Star Wars Weekends at
MGM Studios in Orlando, Florida; Celebration Europe in London, England; San Diego ComicCon
International; Dragon Con in Atlanta, Georgia; the lightsaber launch for NASA; and much much
more, the Rebel Legion has had a fantastic presence. And, we’re just getting started!

Rose Parade

Star Wars: Where Science Meets Imagination

The Star Wars 30th Anniversary celebration started
off with the Star Wars Spectacular, courtesy of
the Tournament of Roses Parade in Pasadena,
California. George Lucas was the Grand Marshal
for the parade and participated in many activities
throughout the parade week. In addition to the Star
Wars themed floats, 19 costumers from the Rebel
Legion and the 501st Legion formed the “Hero Squad”
representing costumes from all over the Star Wars
universe. The Hero Squad, along with over 200
troopers from all over the world, came together to
give the fans quite a show that included dancing
Twi’leks, the Grambling Marching Band wearing
Lucasfilm Imperial Officer costumes, two floats
representing the worlds of Endor and Naboo, and
much more. The entire group of costumers marched
five miles along Colorado Boulevard, and was seen
by thousands of fans along the route, and by millions
more through the televised broadcasts. To read more
about the experiences of the Hero Squad, see the
“Smile and Wave” article on page 10.

The WMSI exhibit has continued to travel all over
the country this year. Its three month stay in Los
Angeles at the California Science Center, began with
the Discovery Ball where the museum raised over $1
million with the assistance of the Rebel Legion and
the 501st Legion. The exhibit includes rides on the
Millennium Falcon, interactive displays of costumes
and robotics work, as well as short films, droids, and
much more. While the museum hosted the Rebels
every weekend for the pleasure of the guests, there
were also two Fan Days that allowed the fans to
come in their own Star Wars costumes and join the
Rebels and Imperials for pictures and other activities
including costume contests and trivia games! After
finishing up in Los Angeles, the exhibit continued
to Fort Worth for a period of time, and then on to
Chicago. In Chicago, the exhibit included events like
the opening night Columbian Ball, a members’ only
night party, and a Halloween Gala!

Photo property of Lucasfilm.
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Mr. Lucas takes time to join costumers in a photo during
the dress rehearsal for the Tournament of Roses Parade.

USPS Stamp unveiling

Celebration IV

On March 28, 2007, Grauman’s Chinese
Theatre was once again the center of a
major Star Wars event. It had originally
been one of the 28 theaters to debut Star
Wars on May 25, 1977. Now it was center
stage for the unveiling of the new Star Wars
Stamp Collection from the United States
Postal Service. Several members from the
Rebel Legion participated, along with our
friends in the 501st Legion. While the original
unveiling took place on this date, on May
25th in post offices around the country the
Rebel Legion was well-represented as the
stamps were placed on sale to the public!

Star Wars Weekends in Orlando FL
Star Wars Weekends is a magical
partnership with Disney World that allows
Darth Vader to “meet the Mouse” and bring
together the best of both worlds. Each
year, dozens of costumers from all over
the world, but mostly the Southeastern
States, representing both the Rebel Legion
and the 501st Legion converge on Orlando
to march in the SWW parade. In 2007,
several Star Wars VIPs were attending,
including Warwick Davis, Kenny Baker,
Ray Park, Daniel Logan, Jeremy Bulloch,
Peter Mayhew, Anthony Daniels and Bonnie
Piesse. Each year this event runs from late
May to early June.

Los Angeles, California – where 35,000
Star Wars fans descended on the Los
Angeles Convention Center to partake in
5 jam-packed days of fandom. Thursday,
May 24th was for Hyperspace members
only, while the rest of the convention,
from May 25th through May 28th, was open
to fans of all ages. People filtered in from across the globe,
from the United States and everywhere else, including Japan,
Germany, Sweden, Rumania, Italy, and many more countries!
The Rebellion had a full plate during the convention beginning
with the large X-Wing being on display in the fan hall, requiring
pilots to be on duty during all convention hours. Additionally,
the Rebel Legion table always had staffers ready and waiting
to answer questions, show off props, and delight the fans.
The Rebels participated in two costuming panels (“Meet the
Rebel Legion” and “Costuming with the Good Guys!”) that
were well received. To add to the fun, there were photo shoots
galore! Legion-wide photo shoots, Princess Leia photo shoots,
Pilot photo shoots, Endor Trooper photo -shoots, and not
to mention the always popular Slave Leia photo shoot! The
Rebel Legion’s Mixer was held at the Westin Bonaventure.
Raffles helped raise money for Breast Cancer Research (or as
Andrea says, “Save the TA-TAs”). The fans even got to see a
sneak group attack by the Endor contingent against our 501st
brothers and sisters at their booth in the fan hall. While these
were the good things that happened at Celebration IV, what
convention goes off without its memorable problems such
as security issues, miscommunication from staff member to
staff member, and the infamous bomb scare that emptied the
Convention Center – except for opening ceremonies!

Rebel Legion members
help debut the Yoda
Star Wars Stamp in
San Francisco, California.

Photo courtesy of the Golden Gate Garrison.
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Celebration Europe
London, England was the place to be on July 13th
through 15th of this year, as the first ever Star Wars
Celebration Europe arrived at the Excel Centre. This
was the first Celebration to ever take place in Europe
and it put our European Legionnaires in the spotlight.
They certainly didn’t let us down. While there were
many fantastic things to see while at Celebration
Europe, one of the biggest and most impressive
sights was a recreation of the set of Tantive IV
hallway scenes. With the help of at least 15 Rebel
Fleet Troopers, there were fun film re-enactments
happening all around the set for fans around the
world to enjoy. For the enjoyment of the fans, there
was also a functional Millennium Falcon set, a
life-size Jabba the Hutt, moisture vaporators from
Tattooine, a Snowspeeder from Hoth, a Pod Racer,
and many other life-sized props. Also in attendance
were tons of Star Wars celebrities. Our thanks go out
to all the Rebels who attended Celebration Europe,
but especially the staff of the UK Elstree Base for
being a fantastic host base and doing all the work
humanly possible to make this event a smashing
success!

Conventions around the country
– San Diego Comic Con,
– Dragon Con,
– NY Comic Con!
After the major Celebrations were over in Los
Angeles and in Europe, the convention season
continued with three major national conventions
that are always havens for the Star Wars fans: San
Diego Comic-Con International, Dragon Con in
Atlanta, Georgia, and then New York Comic Con.
Each of these three conventions draws thousands
of fans, every conceivable costume, long lines, and
fabulous memories each year. Who can forget the
chaos of the Nerf wars against the 501st Legion in
San Diego, the fantastic parade at Dragon Con, and
all the lines and things to see at NYCC?

Photo compliments of Lesely Farquhar.

Steve Sansweet takes some time to join the
Rebel Legion in a photo at the San Diego Comic-Con.
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NASA sends a lightsaber into space!

Within the Legion – Changes for everyone!

2007 was unique for Star Wars fandom, as a piece of
Star Wars history literally made it into space. Several
members of the Rebel Legion and the 501st Legion
in California and Texas participated in ceremonies on
August 28, 2007, to escort the original movie version
of Luke Skywalker’s lightsaber on its journey from the
Oakland Airport, where it was handed off to NASA
officials. From there it journeyed by plane to Houston,
Texas, where it was escorted to the Space Shuttle.
After blasting off from Houston, the lightsaber took
a ride that saw the International Space Station and
back home again on November 7th, where it is now
on display in Houston.

This Year the Legion went through a major overhaul.
Costume standards are being tightened to be
more professional looking, while still encouraging
costumers to participate. Recently, elections were
held in October and new staff members took over,
including our new LCO and LXO, a new Legion
Membership Officer, a new Public Relations Officer,
and many new Commanding Officers as well. The
Legion Charter has been overhauled by the Charter
Committee and ratified by both the Base Command
Council and the general membership. Also, Legion
Detachments are forming and are officially taking
members. Standing Detachments now include: The
RLSC (Rebel Legion Starfighter Command), RLGS
(Rebel Legion Galactic Senate), KJO (Knights of
the Jedi Order) and RAID (Rebel Legion Infantry
Detachment).

Photo property of Bonnie Burton.

The good, the bad, and the hairy all help
send Luke’s lightsaber into space.

The year isn’t over!
While remaining in the public eye during the 30th Anniversary of Star
Wars, members of the Rebel Legion have continued to help raise
awareness at many charity events, parades, and various fundraisers.
While Star Wars is celebrating an anniversary of its release, the Rebels
are celebrating one of the biggest years in our history and looking forward
to the future. May the next 30 years be as exciting as the first!
Text by Lesley Farquhar.
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Smile & Wave Boys, Smile & Wave
By: Jon “HazardThree” Paulson, Sunrider Base

“They only wanted Stormtroopers …”
That’s how it started, with a simple
phrase repeated in Rebel Legion bases
throughout the world when word got
out about Lucasfilm, the 501st Legion of
Stormtroopers, and the Rose Parade.
Feeling deflated, a lot of us were in the
dumps, thinking we and OUR Legion had
been overlooked. We were wrong.
After the long-awaited call for Rebels
and Face Characters went out, 19 of us
descended on Pasadena, ready to stand
beside our white-plasticy brethren. I won’t
bore you with the politics of whether or not
we were universally welcomed with open
arms, but suffice it to say that the people
that mattered were glad we were there.
And in true Rebel fashion, we made due
with what we had and made something
spectacular out of it.
Steve Sansweet and Mary Franklin made
sure we got there and couldn’t have been
better supporters to the cause. They went
out of their way (especially Mary, since
we were her minions) to include us and
make us feel part of a larger family. A
combination of Rebel Legion, 501st, Jedi
Assembly and a few odds and ends, as
a smaller sub-group, we were left pretty
much to our own as far as training was
concerned (watch Stripes and you’ll
get the idea), but we handled it in our
own rebellious way. Originally dubbed
“Costumed Characters”, we rebranded
ourselves as “Hero Squad: Not Just
Heroes, But Villains Too!”

I’m sure we all had our stories and our highlights, but a 24/7,
week-long event is hard to summarize in a few
paragraphs. Instead I’ll just give you some of my highlights and
observations …

• First off, “No” we didn’t get any one-on-one time with George (except
for Bridget who he quipped was a “little short for a TIE pilot”)

• Being called “Rebel Scum” 38 times in one day, pretty much every
time in a different accent. (this shows that we need to beef up
international recruiting, because some of these Troopers had
obviously been waiting a loooong time to call someone that.)

• Don’t drink with the German Garrison … you’ll lose
• Flaunting my “rebellness” every chance I got in a sea of black 501st Tshirts (via red t-shirts, pins and even what ended up being the RL’s
prototype hockey jersey)

• Having to sleep 4 to a room, 2 per double bed … how many of you
can say you slept with a Tusken?

• Getting to know Albin Johnson, founder of the 501st, and learning of
his immense respect for our Legion.

• Interacting with costumers from all over the world in an intimate (i.e.
non-convention) setting.

• James (Mace Windu) hip-hop dancing in the end zones at marching
practice to boost morale.

• The Emergency Ewok Evacuation Patrol (E.E.E.P)
• Being able to use the porto-potties when most of the Troopers
couldn’t right before the parade.

• Having to run after our own float because the Parade Whitesuiter
wouldn’t let us past the barricade. (What is it with people dressed in
white, anyways?) ;)

• Fully understanding the intimate relationship between my feet,
moleskin and my boots.

• 3 nights of hot-tubbing with Princess Leia (sorry Victoria, but the guys
kept asking).

• Sewing a patch on the Handmaiden LFL Travel Gown for another
Hero Squader and hesitating before I actually plunged the needle
in.

• Being given a radio to carry in the parade because someone leaked
that I was a “responsible one” - and not returning it until over 12
hours later.

• Watching the smug smirk on a Trooper’s face disappear when he
realized that he needed my help to get out of his armor in time to
use the restroom in the bus to be ready in time for the parade.
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Where the Troopers had their own Espirit de Corps, we built our own camaraderie – and out of it came a group
that I’d be proud to troop with any day of the week, parade or none. And by the end, we were more accepted,
we were more of an “us” than “them”. We were all there as part of something larger than either costuming
group and we acquitted ourselves with the best of them. Maybe some day we can all get together again,
heroes and villains, and form the first co-Legion group, the 118th Parade Battalion. Hey, they worked together
and had joint task forces in the books, so why not?
So, until the next time Lucasfilm comes calling… “Smile and wave, boys. Smile and wave.”

Photo property of Lucasfilm.
It is my privilege and honor to (re)introduce the 118th Pasadena Tournament of Roses Parade,
Lucasfilm’s Star Wars Spectacular, Hero Squad:
Aimee Jorgensen • Tusken Raider

Jon Paulson • Rebel X-Wing Pilot

Bernard Finnigan • Rebel X-Wing Pilot

Joslynn Browne • Flame Handmaiden

Brian Schaubmayer • Jango Fett

Keith Carter • Han Solo

Bridget Maquire • Imperial TIE Pilot

Lawrence Green • Luke Skywalker

Bryan Morton • Anakin Skywalker

Lionel Bottari • Obi-Wan Kenobi

Darren Wright • Boba Fett

Matt Masuda • Rebel Fleet Trooper

Eli Chau • Jedi Padawan

Rob Estrada • Rebel Fleet Trooper

Gail Gottfried • Boushh

Sami Chau • Jedi Padawan

James Matlock • Mace Windu

Shawn Gordon • Darth Maul

Jeffery Chau • Jedi Padawan

Victoria Schmidt • Princess Leia

John Fitzsimmons • Tusken Raider

www.rebellegion.com

Hallmark
Ornaments
By: Phyllis “Schph Gochi” Schulte, Midwest Base

While being a Star Wars costumer is a great
passion in my life, I am also a collector. My
collection lives in a 17’ x 17’ room housing only my
Star Wars collectibles, costumes and props. The
collection is rather eclectic and has very few fully
complete items. There is one part in particular that
I can brag is a “complete” collection – the Star Wars
Hallmark Christmas ornaments.
The holiday season is one of the two times a year that
I actually think about them. The first is in July when
the new ornaments debut, and the second time I think
of these treasures is when I put up my Christmas tree.
Sometimes I put all of the Star Wars ornaments on
the tree, sometimes only a few. This year, the circle
will be complete, and my tree will be as well.
These Hallmark ornaments keep getting better every
year. The designs improve in detail, the light and
sound ornaments have more accurate voices, and the
overall look has more impact! One of the ornaments
released in 2006 features Anakin and
Obi-Wan in the final duel at
Mustafar. It is a gorgeous
sculpture, the voices
are dead on, and the
ornament lights up in a
very eerie way!
In 2007, Hallmark added
a new twist to collecting
these ornaments. One of
the Star Wars ornaments
was a “preview only”
selection. “Preview only”
meant that there were
a very limited number
of these ornaments that
would be sold during the
“preview” days in July.
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As it turned
out, I had
volunteered
to be a
Horticultural
Judge for the local
4-H program on the
first day of the ornament
previews. I was hoping to still be able
to get a preview figure if I got to the Hallmark store a
few hours after the opening. I was wrong! The Tusken
Raider preview ornament was nowhere to be found.
I left my name at the store so I could be notified if
any Tusken Raider ornaments were available at the
other Hallmark stores. On a hunch, I decided to look
them up on eBay when I got home. Sure enough,
within hours of the Hallmark stores opening their
collective doors, there were preview figures all over
eBay. I found the figure for a price I could live with,
and purchased the Tusken Raider. All collectors
have a love/hate relationship with eBay, and I am no
exception.
The 2007 ornaments are just plain AWESOME. Each
one was a scene or creature from A New Hope in
celebration of the 30th Anniversary of the original
movie’s release. The Obi-Wan, Luke and C-3PO
ornament has both voice and light effects. The way
the ornament lights up Luke is simply amazing!

Happy Hunting!

Photos of the 2007 Ornaments are compliments of Phyllis Schulte.

To aid and abet those who suffer from this collecting passion
(obsession) here is a hunting list:
YEAR RELEASED:

SPECIAL FEATURES

1996
Millennium Falcon
Vehicles of Star Wars

light & sound
miniature

1997
Yoda
Luke Skywalker
C-3PO & R2-D2
Darth Vader

Series #1
miniature
light & sound

1998
Princess Leia
Ewoks
X-Wing
Boba Fett

Series #2
miniature
light & sound

1999
Chewbacca
Han Solo
Series #3
Darth Vader’s TIE fighter
light & sound
Max Rebo Band
miniature
Queen Amidala
Naboo Starfighter

2000
Qui-Gon Jinn
Gungan Sub
light & sound
Ben Kenobi
Series #4
Jedi Council Members miniature
Stormtrooper
Darth Maul
2001
R2-D2
Battle of Naboo
Anakin Skywalker
Royal Starship
Jar Jar Binks

sound and series #5
miniature

2002
Luke Skywalker
Death Star
light & sound
Darth Vader
Series #6
Slave 1
Obi-Wan Kenobi (AOTC)
Jango Fett (AOTC)

YEAR RELEASED:
2003
Tie Fighter
C-3PO
Clone Troopers
Padmé Amidala
Yoda

collectors
corner

SPECIAL FEATURES
sound
Series #7
miniature

2004
Chewbacca & C-3PO Series #8
Anakin Skywalker (AOTC)
Star Destroyer & Blockade Runner
magic voice and lLight
A New Hope Theater One-Sheet
special effect lighting
2005
Princess Leia / Slave Costume
Series #9
Clone Trooper Lieutenant
Anakin Skywalker’s Jedi Starfighter
magic sound
Millennium Falcon / TIE Advanced x1
miniature
Darth Vader (ESB)
magic voice
2006
Anakin, Obi-Wan Mustafar
light/sound
AT-AT, Rebel Snowspeeder
sound
Luke Skywalker, Yoda Series #10
Asajj Ventress, Anakin, Yoda
miniature
2007
R2-D2 and Jawa (ANH) Series #11
Ben, Luke & C-3PO
magic light & sound
Millennium Falcon
magic light & sound
Tusken Raider
special preview

www.rebellegion.com

Diplomatic
Missions

Photo compliments of Nicky Blum.

Dickson’s Community Halloween Event
By: Jeffrey “STAR-WARS-FREAK-JPB” Buholtz, Echo Base

The Syracuse Museum of Science and Technology
hosted an event to entertain fantasy movie fans of all
ages. The event called “Dickson’s Annual Community
Halloween Event” raises funds for the Juvenile
Diabetes Research Foundation by donating all their
proceeds from the event to JDRF. The Rebel Legion’s
Echo Base worked alongside the 501st Legion’s
Garrison Excelsior and the Canadian Garrison to
entertain the crowds and make the event guests feel
welcome.
Patrons to the event were greeted with Echo Base
and Garrison Excelsior banners that were made by
the promoter, Mrs. Dickson, for the event. Fantasy
Movie Fans were thrilled to see the Star Wars
costumers, and requested tons of photos.

Each celebrity area was decorated with a theme
background from their most renowned film. There
were actors from the Wizard of Oz, Pirates of the
Caribbean, Willy Wonka and the Chocolate Factory,
and of course, Star Wars. Peter Mayhew and Felix
Silla were amid the Ewok Village as they were both
seen in Return of the Jedi. Each celebrity had plenty
of photos to sign from different projects they have
been involved with over their careers.
It was a busy weekend mingling with the celebrities
in a relaxed venue and taking photos with fans. Both
the celebrities and the promoter enjoyed the Rebel
Legion and the 501st Legion costumers’ involvement
in the event. Mrs. Dickson invited both groups back to
any events she does in the future.

Additional Links:
Dickson’s Annual Community Halloween Event: http://dicksonshalloween.com/home/
Photos (by Nicky Blum): http://www.garrisonexcelsior.com/forum/gallery2.php?g2_itemId=42829
“Our Charity” page: http://dicksonshalloween.com/charity/
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Westside Children’s Center
at Sony Studios
By: Lesley “BrieKalan” Farquhar, Sunrider Base

The Sunrider Base of the Rebel Legion and the
Southern California Garrison of the 501st Legion
banded together on Sunday, October 7th for a joint
operation at the Sony Motion Picture Studios. The
mission? A fundraising benefit for the Los Angeles
Westside Children’s Center. The event was organized
by Scott Rogers (TK 3959), of the Southern California
Garrison.
Working together, the Star Wars costumers
entertained close to 400 kids throughout the day
with pictures, high-fives, handshakes, a Jedi Training
Academy show provided by the San Diego Star Wars
Society, and other activities. This was all in addition to
the activities provided by the Los Angeles Westside
Children’s Center.
The children really enjoyed our presence and loved
playing along with all the costumers. Additionally, the
people from Sony Events were impressed with both
groups’ enthusiasm and the professionalism exhibited
by all the participants. Due to the success of the day,
the costumers were invited back for events planned
in the future.

Star Wars Reunion II Convention
By: Caroline “Ewok78” Mange, French Base

The second official French convention, Star Wars
Reunion II, took place in Paris during the last
weekend of October in the movie theatre
Le Grand Rex.
The Rebel Legion French Base was invited to have
a table and hold a Jedi Training Academy, which has
long been the favorite activity of the French Base.
The 501st Legion’s French Garrison trained the young
children in an Imperial Academy. Children were
offered coloring books by both groups.
Many Rebel Legion members came from all over
France for the Star Wars Reunion II, as well as some
from Italy and Belgium! The French Base was in
charge of taking photos and making pre-selections
for the costume contest.
Star Wars actors and crew were invited to the
event, but the people who dubbed the movies in
French were very important to the people of France.
Witnessing Mr. Daniels meet his French counterpart
Mr. Carel was very funny.
All six films of the Star Wars saga were screened
in the theatre during the weekend event, three on
Saturday and three on Sunday. The French Base and
Garrison had a wonderful time hosting the second
official Star Wars Reunion.

Photo compliments of Kat Bonson.

Photo compliments of Caroline Mange.

More photos can be found at:
http://picasaweb.google.fr/Saria.Alkiniria/RUnionII02
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Star Wars Charity Concert
By: Maria “LeiaHoth” Sanchez, Spanish Base

The Spanish Base attended its first Rebel Legion
event on November 10th at the Iturbi del Music in
Valencia, Spain. The event was a charity concert
commemorating the 30th Anniversary of Star Wars
in Spain.
The Union Musical of Catarroja Band, under the
direction of Filibert Mira, played 12 of the most
popular pieces from the Star Wars Saga. Gerald
Home, who played “Tessek” and a Mon Calamari in
Return of the Jedi, provided the narration of Anakin
Skywalker’s story during the concert while over 1,600
guests enjoyed the concert. After the concert, Mr.
Home and members of the band went to the main
Hall of Music to greet guests.

“In retrospect, I only want to say that it has been
a great success in every way! And that as base
commander, I would like to thank all the members
of the Rebel Legion, the 501st Legion, and the
Saga Skywalker Fan Club Valencia, who helped to
make everything go so well. Special Thanks to my
XO, Carlos Chardí, who spent the last few months
preparing and organizing our involvement.”
		
–Maria Sanchez

The concert collected over $20,000 to benefit
the Diocesan Caritas in Valencia. The Caritas
Association’s president presented the Rebel Legion,
the Catarroja Band and Mr. Home commemorative
plaques for their efforts in fundraising for the
Diocesan Caritas.
Thank you to the Spanish Garrison of the 501st
Legion and the members of the Saga Skywalker Fan
Club for their assistance.

Photos from Spanish Base.
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Photos and video can be seen in the mission reports section,
and in the Spanish Base’s Web site: http://www.rebellegionspain.com/
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Niagara Falls Light Parade

Richmond Ukrops Christmas Parade

By: Gil “JediXXL” Gumes, Echo Base

By: Richard “Bouri-Plwel” Bouwhuis, Freedom Base

Sixteen members from Echo Base (and Hawkbat
Squadron), North Ridge FanForce, as well as the
501st Legion’s Garrison Excelsior marched in a small
parade to help kick off the holiday season in Niagara
Falls, New York on the evening of November 10.

On the First of December, three Rebel Legion bases
and the local 501st Legion garrison came together
to join in the Richmond Ukrops Christmas Parade.
Freedom Base had over 30 participants, while
Terrapin and RaKura Bases joined in. This was
the Rebel Legion’s inaugural march in the annual
Richmond parade.

Sadly, the Rebels were outnumbered by their
Imperial counterparts, but fun was still had by all,
especially the fans.
A small fireworks display lit up the twilight sky to
officially start the parade and the trek was underway.
It was only a short ½ mile parade down Military
Road, but jam-packed with fans and other parade
attendees. While it was a cold night to be out of
doors, reports from Rebel sympathizers checking
in after the event stated that when we appeared,
the crowd, especially the kids who were beginning
to lose interest, were re-energized when they saw
us come into view! Next year the event will be
bigger and brighter with the addition of music to our
presentation.
It was cold and short, but a very satisfying event to
do! Big thanks to Elizabeth and Lindsay for taking the
pictures and handling costume support duties!

Photo compliments of Gil Gumes.

The parade was viewed by over 250,000 spectators
along the 2.5 mile route. It was seen live on television
by countless others throughout Virginia. The
Richmond parade was scheduled to be rebroadcast
in Virginia and North Carolina between the 15th and
25th of December.
Freedom Base’s participation in this parade, along
with two other bases, was a tremendous success for
the Rebel Legion. The Richmond Ukrops Christmas
Parade has invited Freedom Base to add this annual
parade to their calendar of events, permanently.
“It’s a wonderful experience to be able to march in front
of so many people, adults and kids alike. All of the
people watching the procession are there to see a great
parade, and then out of nowhere to be able to give them
a “WOW” moment when they see such a large group
of Star Wars costumed characters marching down
the street. It’s nice to hear, “Hey, its Princess Leia” or
“There’s Obi-Wan”, from both young and old, as well as
high fiving the kids as we march down the street. Events
like this are as much fun for us as the spectators, and
that’s really what costuming as a Star Wars character is
all about. Having fun and showing the public what a large
group of Star Wars fans can pull off.”
– Joel Webne, DC State Captain, Freedom Base
“The parade was a lot of fun and very exciting. The best
part was seeing all the children’s reactions when we
would break ranks and engage them up close. I had a
little girl screaming at me, ‘Padmé, Padmé, I am a fan,
Padmé’ and I gave her a handshake. That was just so
great. The crowd seemed to really enjoy our presence.”
– Rebecca Kraning, Galactic Senate Commanding Officer

Visit Echo Base’s complete photo album online at:
http://s211.photobucket.com/albums/bb94/JediXXL/Signatures/Event%20Pictures/
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America’s Thanksgiving Parade

Photos compliments of Susie Leopold.

By: Susie “lavagrrrl” Leopold, Midwest Base

The America’s Thanksgiving Parade has been a
Detroit tradition since 1924. This holiday parade
transforms Woodward Avenue into a magical place
with floats, large balloons, and thousands of cheering
fans – all together to celebrate the magic of holiday
season. Recently the parade route changed to
closely resemble the original route of 1924, taking the
parade through areas of great architectural interest,
as well as near shops, and close to the large sporting
venues.
The Michigan Squad of the 501st Legion had
been trying to be in this parade for about 4 years.
Different Squad Leaders or members would fill out
the application, hoping that this would be the year
we’d make it. Finally a new person decided to fill
out the application: Dave Gates (TK-8875). Dave
noted “After the excitement and national attention
surrounding the Rose Parade this past January, I
thought we would have a great chance of getting
accepted into this year’s America’s Thanksgiving
Parade.” Dave worked hard to insure the Specialty
Group application form was filled out and he included
a cover letter, a photo binder of past Michigan events
and the 501st Legion Press Kit for their consideration.
Everyone waited with baited breath for the verdict
to arrive. Many thought “if we can’t get in this year,
the 30th Anniversary of Star Wars and the year of the
Rose Parade, we’re never going to get in.” Finally the
answer was given to Dave … we were in! Troopers
and Rebels all over Michigan, Upstate New York and
Northern Ohio began making plans to be in Detroit
Thanksgiving morning.

The 501st Legion and the Rebel Legion get along
very well here in Michigan. There are a few events
that are 501st Legion only, but usually there seems to
be an open invite to the Rebel Legion costumers. The
Rebels didn’t want to assume that we were going to
be involved, so we waited for the official invite before
signing up. When I asked Dave about inviting the
Rebels to participate in the event, he stated, “As long
as I have been in the 501st Legion, the Rebels have
been a part of the events that I have attended, and
I did not see us participating in the parade without
them.” He further mentioned that “As long as I was in
charge of the event, the Rebels were going to be a
part of it right along side us.”
We had only two weeks to sign up for the event
because we had to sign waivers, get them back to
Dave by a certain date and Dave had to make sure
the group had insurance coverage. The two weeks
gathering costumers from the Rebel Legion and 501st
Legion went by very quickly. We had 56 people (53
costumers, 3 non-costume support) signed up before
the November 1st deadline. A few people had to drop
out due to unforeseen circumstances, and we ended
up with a total of 51 participants (3 costume support).
Due to needing signed waivers in by November 1st,
no one could be added to the parade group at the
last minute.
The day of the parade was windy, cold, drizzly and
snowing lightly. When we arrived at the changing
area, it was mass chaos. There were clowns
everywhere and not enough room for all the groups
to change. Luckily, people seemed to come in
waves and once they were dressed, they would go
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down to the street and take the shuttles to the start
of the parade area. It took us about 40 minutes to
get into costume and down to the staging area for
our group. We had a three hour wait in the cold,
some sandtroopers were dancing to keep warm, the
stormtroopers were practicing marching formation,
and the rest of us were huddled in the corner of two
buildings with hand warmers trying to keep warm.
Finally, it was time for our group to march down
Woodward Avenue. Two Imperial Officers carried
a Lucasfilm approved banner with both the Rebel
Legion and 501st Legion logos. As we turned the
corner, the crowd began to scream in joy: “STAR
WARS!” Being in the front of the crowd, I could easily
hear cheers for Princess Leia, Luke Skywalker, Darth
Vader (he got the most noise), Clone Troopers, and
Darth Maul. I could also hear the inevitable questions
regarding R2-D2, C-3PO, and Chewbacca missing
from the large group.
The 1.5 miles of the parade went rather quickly
while smiling and waiving to the young (of all ages)
fans in the crowd. Many children brought their own
lightsabers in anticipation of seeing their favorite
Jedi Master. A few adults braved the parade security
to walk into the street for a better picture. It was fun
seeing children smile and point out their favorite
characters to their parents or arguing with their
sibling over who was better, Darth Vader or Darth
Maul.

Once the parade was over, we headed straight for
the building with the changing areas. Once upstairs,
the Parade Company supplied all marchers in the
parade with ice cold water, hot chocolate and treats.
We changed at a leisurely pace and then went on our
separate ways to Thanksgiving family dinners.
Upon reaching home, the first thing we did was check
the DVR for the footage from the parade. Then, to
my horror, I noted that the commentators mentioned
that “Luke Skywalker and Princess Leia were not in
the parade.” He said that as Tom (Luke) and I (Leia)
were shown smiling and waiving to the crowds. The
day was almost perfect, but next year we will make
sure the commentators are as well versed on the
Rebel Legion as they were on the 501st Legion. The
commentators did a great job getting across the fact
that, as Dave Gates hoped, “We are more than just
grown up kids that are playing dress up. I wanted
them to see that the Star Wars characters that we
portray have a huge impact on the public that we
entertain and that we have found a way to turn our
hobby into a vehicle that not only satisfies us, but
provides a joy to others as well.”
Overall, it was a wonderful parade and fun was had
by all. None of it would have been possible without
the work of one person who believed that we could
be in America’s Parade, and put together a fantastic
application package that they couldn’t refuse.
Hopefully, we will be able to march with America’s
Thanksgiving Parade again and again, for as long as
they’ll have us.

You Tube Videos:
Parade Footage from local NBC station: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MmqKx2VJRgo
Dancing Sandtroopers: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S1wPxfsSf8g
Video by one of the NCS: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nR5IX-aU9z4
Part II of above video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nR5IX-aU9z4
Photos:
http://www.flickr.com/photos/spud_trooper/sets/72157603271747022/
http://www.blastylava.com/Gallery/costume_events/2007_11_22_ThanksgivingParade/index.htm
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From the Editors Desk
Now that our very first issue of Comlink is in the hands of our members, it’s
time to take a look at what your newsletter staff has planned for the future.
We are planning on four jam-packed issues for 2008 that will cover
our major events and conventions, bring you more Honorary Member
interviews and stories, special features about what’s going on in the Star
Wars Universe, a new “Rebel of the Month” program, and more chances to
get to know different bases and members across the world.
In order to accomplish that goal, we need your help! The newsletter staff
couldn’t do their job without the members who are “out in the field” each
day. Be it those bases who go out and troop for a fantastic cause, hold
a costume workshop, or even members who go out and do something
special for someone in need… we need to know! Keep posting those
mission reports in the forums and if you have an idea for a feature or
article – send a PM or an email!
Suggestions, feedback, questions, and comments are encouraged!
Contact your editors:
Lesley Farquhar through email at: plfarquhar@cox.net
Susie Leopold through email at: lavagrrrl@gmail.com
Also, if you are interested in submitting an article or have an idea – don’t
hesitate to ask, we are always looking for writers, photographers, and
graphic artists so we can make Comlink the best it can possibly be.
Keep up the good work Rebels and remember...
May the Force be with You!

Editors:

Staff:

Photo by
William Blackburn

Lesley “BrieKalan” Farquhar Susie “lavagrrrl” Leopold Jon “HazardThree” Paulson Deidra “Princess Dee” Culp
Midwest Base
Sunrider Base
Sunrider Base
Midwest Base
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Justin “JediMaster 6872” Manning
Alderaan Base

